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Enthusiastic Nursery Learners

Students of Nursery learned about the shape- Triangle; also learned to make a tree
using the shape. They had another activity of making party hat which looks like a
triangle too.

Champs of FS1

FS1 champs did an activity on “Pattern” this week. It was a functional
activity to do. The ability to recognize and create patterns help
children to make predictions based on their observations. This
activity allowed children to see relationships and develop
generalizations. Moreover, the identification of colours helped them
to create the cognitive link between visual clues and objects.

Creative FS2 Learners

The little mathematicians have learned a new concept called ‘3D Shapes’. They have learned
about the 3D shapes and its features. They have become aware that not all shapes are created
equal; they have different attributes and features. Comparing a variety of 2D and 3D shapes
allows them to explore some of the similarities and differences.

The creative learners of FS2 made some delicious looking Paper Plate Pizzas. They made pizza
with paper plate and made different toppings using different coloured papers. This activity
will help them to develop their fine motor skills.

Janmashtami, Hindu festival celebrating the birth (janma) of the god Krishna
on the eighth (ashtami) day of the dark fortnight of the month of Bhadrapada
(August–September). The number eight has another significance in the Krishna
legend in that he is the eighth child of his mother, Devaki.
The occasion is observed especially in Mathura and Vrindavan (Brindaban), the
scenes of Krishna’s childhood and early youth. On the preceding day, devotees
keep a vigil and fast until midnight, the traditional hour of his birth. Then the
image of Krishna is bathed in water and milk, dressed in new clothes, and
worshipped. Temples and household shrines are decorated with leaves and
flowers; sweetmeats are first
offered to the god and then
distributed as prasada (the god’s
leftovers, which carry his favour) to
all the members of the household.
The devotees of Krishna
commemorate the events of his birth
by preparing elaborate
representations of Mathura, where
he was born, the Yamuna River, over
which he was transported to safety,
and Gokul (ancient Vraja), the scene
of his childhood, using small images
of the god, the other participants,
and the animals and birds of the
forest. Pots of milk are hung from
tall poles in the streets, and men
form human pyramids to reach and
break the pots—this in imitation of
Krishna’s childhood play with the
cowherd boys, when they stole the
curds hung out of reach by their mothers. The festival is also a time for
group singing and dancing.

EYFS- Nursery
Upcoming ThemeGrowing a garden
Literacy:
Communication & Language:

We will be watching plenty of stories, videos &
will make our own stories to explore – how to
plant seeds; what are the resources we will
need for gardening which will help us improve
our communication.

Numbers:
We will be developing our
understanding of
numbers by looking
closely at the
different shapes & sizes
of the leaves and
counting petals of the
flowers or the leaves of
different plants.

We will be enjoying the
sound and rhythm of
rhymes; explore the texture
and other properties of
different materials for
gardening and will explore
new words every day
through key words.

Expressive Art & Design:

We will appraise different songs and rhymes thinking
about how they make us contemplate about gardening.
Imagine how the children can decorate different
flower shapes. Using tissue, foil, print with potatoes &
carrots or sponge painting etc. There will be insects or
birds in the garden as well.

Understanding the World:

We will be doing “Role play” of a gardener
while taking care of our garden; or a
shopkeeper selling flowers & plants; using
pretend money or pretty cellophane paper to
wrap flowers.

Personal, Social &
Emotional Development:
We will be spending lots of
time talking about gardens.
What is a garden? Talking
about things that grow in a
garden, why people have
gardens, what do people do
in gardens?
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